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THE LORENTZ SPACE AS A DUAL SPACE
PRATIBHA G. GHATAGE Abstract. If (X,S,/i) is a finite, completely nonatomic measure space and <p(i) = tllp (p > 1) then the Lorentz space N¡¡, is the dual space of the closed span of simple functions in M$ ( = N*A.
In this note we characterize the closed span of simple functions in M<¿, and show that the Lorentz space N<¡, is its dual. Though this result was inspired by the characterization of Hi as the dual of VMO, on account of the total lack of analyticity in the Lorentz space, the two methods have little in common.
Notation. Suppose (X,S,fi) is a completely nonatomic finite measure space, Thus ||/n0 -/Um« < e and this completes the proof. Theorem 1. The dual space of M^ is isometrically isometric to N$.
Proof. We first prove that given a bounded linear positive functional T on M¿, there exists a function k E N such that Tf = fxkfdp and P||jv¿ < \\T\\.
If E is a //-measurable subset of X, define m(E) = T(iPe)-Note that m(E) < \\T\\p(Ey/q since HV'bIIm« = p{Ey/q. It is easy to see that m is a measure which is absolutely continuous with respect to p. lî k = dm/dp, then k > 0, k E Li (p) and Tf = ¡x kf dp for all simple functions /. If y > 0, define Fy = {x, k(x) > y}.
In particular, Fn = {x, k(x) > n}. Then {Fn} is a decreasing sequence and if En = Fn -Fn+i, {En} is a sequence of pairwise disjoint measurable sets. Let i.e., ||n| > <KKFi)) + <J>(ß(F2)) + ■■■ + <p(p(Fn)) for all n. Thus £~=1 4>W*)) < \\T\\ and by the integral test f1 <p(p(Fy))dy < \\T\\, i.e. k E N^ and a standard approximation argument shows that ||A||^ < ||T||.
On the other hand, for k E N^ and / E M<¡" we have \fkfdp\ < ^HnJI/IIm,*, [2, Theorem 4.4]. In particular, ||T|| < ||a||a^. Thus there is an isometric isomorphism between the positive cones of (M°¿)* and N$ and the proof is complete.
